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Abstract
It is intractable for assistive robotics to have all functionali-
ties pre-programmed prior to deployment. Rather, it is more
realistic for robots to perform supplemental, on-site learning
about the user’s needs and preferences and particularities of
the environment. This additional learning is especially helpful
for care robots that assist with individualized caregiver activ-
ities in residential or assisted living facilities. Each patient is
unique, has differing needs, and those needs will change over
time, so robots require the ability to adapt and learn. Many
assistive robots, ranging in complexity from Roomba to Pep-
per, have the ability to conduct some of their learning in the
home. In this work, we propose to investigate the impacts on
end-users of observing this in situ learning through a series
of human-subjects experiments. We will assess end-user atti-
tudes towards embodied robots that conduct some learning in
the home as compared to a baseline condition where the robot
is delivered fully capable. We will additionally compare dif-
ferent modes of learning and interaction to determine whether
some are more likely to instill trust.

Introduction
Care robots currently perform a wide variety of tasks us-
ing artificial intelligence (AI) methods that require some
degree of learning-at-home. Some of these tasks require
observation-based learning; for instance, robotic agents,
such as Roomba (iRobot 2002) and Moxi (Robotics 2017)
learn the layout of their environment through observation
and exploration. Other robots observe users to classify and
track user behavior. Robotic agents, such as PHAROS, use
this functionality to help monitor user well-being and daily
exercise (Martinez-Martin, Costa, and Cazorla 2019). Fi-
nally, robots such as the PARO robot perform interaction-
based learning of user preferences via physical feedback
(Robotics 1998). These forms of supplemental learning en-
able the robot to adapt to its environment and user(s) and
offer care-givers and care-receivers the option of being di-
rectly involved in the robot’s learning to specify preferences
or teach the robot new tasks.

The customization afforded by AI that learns, i.e. using
machine learning (ML), is important for ensuring users re-
ceive effective, individualized care. Though in situ ML is al-
ready in use for some care robots, we lack an understanding
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of how observing this learning affects user trust. This work
aims to develop a better understanding of how users will re-
spond to embodied, learning robots in the home. To do so,
we propose to conduct a series of human-subjects experi-
ments that evaluate user trust in four different robot learning
methods. These include a baseline, “download” condition,
where the robot downloads tasks from the cloud, two forms
of learning from demonstration (LfD), and a reinforcement
learning (RL) condition. We choose to evaluate these four
conditions of learning in order to obtain results that are ap-
plicable to the two broad ways in which robotic agents inter-
act with humans while they learn, namely low involvement
(i.e., download and RL) and high involvement (i.e., LfD via
task demonstration and TAMER (Knox and Stone 2009)).
Through surveys and behavioral metrics, we will be able to
determine the effect of robot learning on user trust, usability,
and adoptability.

Figure 1: This figure shows the four different robot types.

Informed by this work, we propose to determine the tech-
niques that are most effective in repairing trust in the learn-
ing robot. As learning agents may not learn quickly and may
fail often, it is important to evaluate the best method of trust
repair for embodied, learning agents (Natarajan and Gom-
bolay 2020). We further aim to develop guidelines to inform
the design of artificial intelligence for care robotic systems



that operate in residential or nursing-home environments. In
our work we propose the following:

1. Study the difference between user trust in a fully pre-
engineered robot compared to user trust in a robot that
learns in the home.

2. Investigate how to best perform trust repair with respect
to embodied robots that learn in the home.

3. Develop guidelines to inform the design of assistive
robotic systems deployed in residential environments.

Related Works
In this section, we describe the prior literature on care
robots, acceptability, and trust.

Care Robots - Care robots are defined by their function to
support care-givers and/or care-receivers (van Wynsberghe
2013). These robots can operate in residential environments
where they perform a variety of assistive tasks and promote
extended independent living (Johnson et al. 2014; Šabanović
et al. 2015; Fiorini et al. 2021; Lee and Riek 2018).

Care robot roles generally fall under physical assistance
or medical assistance. Physical assistance includes tasks,
such as navigation, fall-prevention, object manipulation,
and household chores. Some examples of care robots that
perform physical assistance tasks include Moxi (Robotics
2017), Hobbit (Fischinger et al. 2016), Relay (Healthcare
2013), Care-O-Bot 4 (Kittmann et al. 2015), RAMCIP
(Kostavelis et al. 2016), and Lio (Mišeikis et al. 2020).
Medical assistance includes tasks such as health monitor-
ing, medicine delivery, and the exertion of a social pres-
ence for coaching or social interaction (Vitanza et al. 2019;
Coradeschi et al. 2013; Umbrico et al. 2020). Examples of
care robots that perform medical assistance include Nao
(Robotics 2008), Pepper (Robotics 2014), and PHAROS
(Martinez-Martin, Costa, and Cazorla 2019).

Whether the care robot performs physical or medical as-
sistance, learning in the home affords the robot an opportu-
nity to observe and adapt to individual user needs and pref-
erences. We seek to understand how this learning impacts
users acceptance of these robots.

Acceptability and Trust - Acceptability of care robots in
depends not only on the benefits the robot can bestow upon
the user, but also on the user’s perception of and attitudes
towards the robot (Cesta et al. 2007). One of the most im-
portant attitudes with respect to acceptability is user trust
(Yagoda and Gillan 2012; Langer et al. 2019). Trust is de-
fined as a user’s attitude that the agent will help them achieve
a goal, specifically in a situation of uncertainty, or vulnera-
bility (Kohn et al. 2021; Ullman and Malle 2018).

Prior work in human-automation (HA) trust has catego-
rized trust based on the extent of interaction with the user
into dispositional, situational, and learned trust (Hoff and
Bashir 2015). These represent baseline trust in automation
(Merritt et al. 2013), trust with respect to a particular inter-
action (Jian, Bisantz, and Drury 2000), and trust developed
though a series of interactions (de Visser et al. 2020), respec-
tively. These measures of HA trust can be useful in measur-
ing human-robot (HR) trust, but automation does not always

require a robot embodiment. In our work, we conduct both
in-person and remote studies to account for the impact of
robot embodiment on trust.

Note that in human robot interactions, anthropomorphism
(i.e., the degree to which a robotic agent demonstrates
human-like characteristics) has been shown to affect trust
(Natarajan and Gombolay 2020). Thus, we will hold the
robot’s embodiment constant throughout the study and sub-
jectively measure subjects’ perception of the robot’s anthro-
pomorphism to control for this effect.

In human-robot interaction, there are various mechanisms
for studying trust. One approach is to study trust depen-
dent on robot-specific factors, such as performance. This
performance-based trust encompasses robot performance
and user’s awareness of the robot’s abilities. In our study,
we choose to keep performance consistent between condi-
tions to isolate the impact of observing the learning pro-
cess. However, there may still be differences in perceived
robot ability due to the observation of different forms of
learning; as such, we will evaluate performance-based trust.
A second lens through which to examine trust is based on
interaction-specific factors (i.e., relation-based) (Law and
Scheutz 2021). Relation-based trust looks at social factors
between the robot and society including robot appearance,
adherence to social norms, and morality. We will employ re-
cent work to independently measure these types of HR trust
(Malle and Ullman 2021).

Methodology
In our experiment, participants will watch videos of a robot
learning to complete a training task. Then, participants will
observe the robot’s performance on a related, riskier test
task. We will measure their trust in the robot and their per-
ceived risk of the task. This section details the domain, con-
ditions, hypothesis, and metrics of our study design.

Figure 2: This figure shows the experimental set up of the
human-subjects study during testing.

Domain
The domain we choose is depicted in Figure 2. The robot
must put a plate together for breakfast, including picking up
a knife and cutting a banana in half on a plate, then pick-
ing the right medicine and pouring it on the plate. This task
is a combination of both a cognitive task/ preparation task
(recipe-following) and manipulation task.



While training, the knife used will be a small plastic knife,
and the medicine dispensed will be composed of different
types of vitamins. During the testing phase, the knife will
be a large, sharp, metal knife, and the medicine will be la-
beled as include morphine, aspirin, and antibiotics. Recall
from our definition of trust that we must evaluate trust in a
situation of uncertainty, or vulnerability (Kohn et al. 2021;
Ullman and Malle 2018). As a result, we will heighten the
stakes in the test task to ensure that participants consider
their risk tolerance when evaluating the robot.

Figure 3: This figure shows a sample training trajectory for
the cutting task.

Conditions
In this subsection, we describe the training video for each
of the four conditions. For consistency, the training in all
conditions is recorded and viewed in a video format. The
way the robot learns depends upon the learning condition.

1. Download: In the download condition, the participant
observes the robot download the task knowledge from
“the cloud.” This serves as the control condition, as no
learning is observed.

2. Reinforcement Learning (RL): In the RL condition, the
robot shows trial-and-error learning, iteratively learning
sub-tasks of the overall task until the task is completed.
No explicit reward function is explained, and we inten-
tionally describe stages of the learning vaguely, using
terms such as start, middle, and end of training rather
than providing iteration count or time metric. We addi-
tionally display a pie chart which progressively fills as
the training progresses.

3. Learning from Demonstration (LfD): In the LfD condi-
tion, the same trial-and-error learning is observed; how-
ever, we intersperse videos of a human teaching the robot
the sub-tasks, prior to improvement in performance on
these sub-tasks at various stages to convey that the robot
is acquiring additional knowledge.

4. TAMER: Finally, in the TAMER condition, the same trial
and error learning is observed; however, we add a video
of a human teaching the robot through positive or nega-
tive feedback (i.e., binary feedback). This feedback will

be shown to the user in the video through the addition
of a graphic of a remote control green and red buttons
pressed during training to convey positive and negative
feedback, respectively.

Experiment Populations
Virtual (e.g., via Amazon Mechanical Turk) studies may not
fully represent the impact of the robot’s embodiment on
trust. However, conducting our study in person would im-
pose a higher health risk and a potentially impractical trans-
portation burden on our target population. As such, we pro-
pose to conduct three human-subjects experiments.

Study 1: We invite members of the accessible to us at a
metropolitan university campus to take our study virtually,
on a computer in the laboratory.

Study 2: We again invite members of the local population
to take our study in the laboratory. In Study 2, the test phase
is conducted live, in person, on the Movo Beta robot.

Study 3: We invite our target population of caregivers and
eldercare nurses in our state to take our study virtually.

We will compare the results of Study 1 and Study 2 to
determine the influence of embodied robots on user trust. We
will compare the results of Study 1 and Study 3 to determine
the difference in trust between caregivers and the general
population.

Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1 We hypothesize that participants will trust and
adopt learning robots (RL, LfD, TAMER) more than the con-
trol robot (download condition). We postulate that partici-
pants will understand the learning of a robot that learns vis-
ibly over a robot whose learning is not demonstrated.

Hypothesis 2 We hypothesize that participants will trust
and adopt LfD more than the other conditions. LfD has been
shown to be the most intuitive method of interacting with
robotic agents, thus, we hypothesize that participants will
demonstrate a preference for this agent type (Fischer et al.
2016; Akgun and Subramanian 2011).

Hypothesis 3 We hypothesize that participants will trust
the robots less in Study 2 (embodied robot) as compared to
Study 1 (remote). Because participants in Study 2 experience
the risk of embodied learning in person but, in Study 1, the
task’s risk is virtual, we posit that participants will trust the
robot less in person.

Hypothesis 4 We hypothesize that participants will trust
the robots less in Study 3 (virtual, with caregivers) as com-
pared to Study 2 (virtual, with local population). We postu-
late that our population of care providers may find the risk
of error to be more tangible and severe.

Metrics
We will evaluate a user’s dispositional trust, situational trust
and performance-based trust through surveys (Merritt et al.
2013; Jian, Bisantz, and Drury 2000; Malle and Ullman
2021). We will not consider relation-based trust as we will
not alter how the robot adheres to social norms. We will also
study user trust through behavioral measures (i.e., in terms
of reliance on and compliance with the robot) through user



average intervention rates while observing the robot’s be-
havior on the test task of each domain.

1. Pre-Study Questionnaire - In the pre-study questionnaire,
we will collect demographic information including par-
ticipant education (Raub 1981), computer science and
robotics prior experience (Raub 1981), personality (Don-
nellan et al. 2006), field of occupation (ACT 2015), and
dispositional trust (Merritt et al. 2013). Having observed
the unboxing video, the participant additionally provides
information regarding their perception of the robot’s an-
thropomorphism (Bartneck et al. 2009) and usability and
acceptability (Belanche, Casaló, and Flavián 2012).

2. Post-Trial Questionnaire - After the participant observes
the training task video, terminated either through inter-
ruption or when the video ends, we will ask participants
to rate the degree to which they feel the robot accom-
plished the task, as well as the degree to which they felt
the robot was behaving safely.

3. Post-Study Questionnaire - In the post-survey question-
naire, we will collect participants’ perceived situational
trust (Jian, Bisantz, and Drury 2000), performance-based
trust (Malle and Ullman 2021), and risk level (Fischhoff
et al. 1978). We will also ask two, ad hoc questions. First,
we will ask the participant what tasks – from a list of
hand-crafted tasks both in and outside of the distribution
of tasks observed in the study – they would trust the robot
to do. This question measures the extent of user adoption.
Secondly, we will ask an open-ended question about the
participant’s understanding of the robot’s learning and
perception of robot competence. This second question is
to collect qualitative information about user assumptions
regarding the robot’s learning and competence.

Procedure
The general procedure of our human-subjects experiments
will be as follows. For Study 1 and 2, participants will come
in person to the laboratory. Prior to the start of the study, par-
ticipants will read and sign the consent form. Then, partic-
ipants will be assigned a unique user ID. Next, participants
will watch the unboxing video in which the robotic agent
introduces itself and demonstrates its range of mobility and
degrees of freedom. After watching the unboxing video, par-
ticipants will fill out the pre-study questionnaire.

Then, participants will go through the training phase
where they will observe the robot learn to perform the task.
Ours will be a between-subjects experiment where partici-
pants are broken into four conditions (i.e., download, RL,
LfD, and TAMER). In the training phase, participants will
watch their condition’s unique training video. After this
training phase, all participants will observe the same final
performance video. Note that the only difference between
conditions would be the type of robot learning observed: Fi-
nal performance will be held constant. During the training
videos, the cutting task will be performed using a plastic
knife and the medications will be different types of vita-
mins. Next, participants will go through the testing phase.
In the testing phase, participants will observe the testing tri-
als where the robot states its goal and demonstrates a suc-

cess rate of 80%. The testing tasks will be performed using
a metal knife and the medications will be labeled as antibi-
otics, aspirin, and morphine. The risk during the testing task
is intended to be higher to evaluate how participants trust the
robot during high risk situations. During each testing trial,
the participant will be instructed to interrupt the robot by
clicking a red stop button if they felt that the robot might be
acting in an unsafe manner or if they felt that the robot would
fail. The interruption data collected here serves to assess re-
liance. This objective, binary interruption metric, along with
the duration of time observing the agent prior to interruption,
help to support our findings on trust.

After each testing trial, participants will fill out the post-
trial questionnaire where we will ask them to rate the de-
gree to which they trusted the robot to act safely and the
degree to which they believe the robot will accomplish the
task. The testing iterations will be shown in person in real
time in Study 2 and through recorded videos for Study 1 and
3. After the testing phase, the participants will complete the
post-study questionnaire.

Limitations
One limitation of our work is that, in Study 1 and 3, we
will be measuring trust based upon a subject’s experience
watching videos and imagining the robot learning in their
home. We aim to quantify the impact of this limitation with
Study 2. Another limitation of our work is that we limit our
definition of caregiver to nurses employed in assisted living
facilities for ease of recruitment in our first investigation. In
future work, we plan to increase the breadth of recruitment
to include caregivers who are not nurses (e.g., adult children
of parents receiving care).

Future Work
We propose to recruit participants and conduct Studies 1,
2, and 3. Based on these results, we propose a new study
(i.e., Study 4) in which we compare various trust repair
techniques, applied to the highest effect learning robot from
Studies 1-3. We propose to evaluate the following three
forms of trust repair established in prior work (de Visser
et al. 2020; Baker et al. 2018; Robinette, Howard, and Wag-
ner 2015; Kim et al. 2013).

1. An apology provided directly after the trust violation.
2. Transparency of robot learning through a high-level nar-

ration of what is learned.
3. An explanation of what caused the error, without ac-

knowledging fault, provided after the trust violation.

Conclusion
In this work, we will conduct a series of human-subjects ex-
periments to assess caregiver attitudes towards the concept
of embodied care robots that learn in the home, as compared
to robots that are delivered fully-capable. Based on the find-
ings of our work, we will develop guidelines that inform the
design of care robotic deployed in the home. Finally, we pro-
pose to investigate how we can best improve deficient trust
in embodied learning robots.
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